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Abstract. It is exciting to witness the fast development of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) imaging which opens the door to many new applications. In view of developing rich and efficient services, we wondered
which strategy should be adopted to predict salience in UAV videos. To
that end, we introduce here a benchmark of off-the-shelf state-of-theart models for saliency prediction. This benchmark studies comprehensively two challenging aspects related to salience, namely the peculiar
characteristics of UAV contents and the temporal dimension of videos.
This paper enables to identify the strengths and weaknesses of current
static, dynamic, supervised and unsupervised models for drone videos.
Eventually, we highlight several strategies for the development of visual
attention in UAV videos.
Keywords: Benchmark · Salience · Dynamic saliency models · Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) · Videos.
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Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are propitious for a broad range of applications. Drone racing tournaments, new autonomous delivery services, wildfire detection, and private house surveillance is a sample of these highly promising services. However, we reach the point that service improvement lies in technology-,
imagery- and context-based solutions. Indeed, UAV imagery presents specificities, detailed later on, that are worth exploiting, especially when using videos.
Services mentioned above heavily rely on object detection, segmentation and
even more on saliency detection. Salience expresses the extent of importance of
an area, approximating perceptual processes of visual attention. It is represented
as the prediction of the fixation probability density of a multimedia content [25].
Its prediction is essential in diverse fields, from content-aware re-targeting and
compression to advertisement analyses. As UAV applications may further benefit
?

The presented work is funded by the ongoing research project ANR ASTRID DISSOCIE (Automated Detection of SaliencieS from Operators’ Point of View and Intelligent Compression of DronE videos) referenced as ANR-17-ASTR-0009.
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from visual attention theory, we investigated whether state-of-the-art saliency
models are suitable for predicting visual attention in UAV videos.
Several works already applied saliency prediction models in UAV services.
An automatic salient object detection is implemented in [36] through mean-shift
segmentation and edge-detection operators. In [37], the combination of frame
alignment, forward/backward difference and blob detection creates a UAV video
event summarization, tracking salient objects. Deep architectures are used for
real-time autonomous indoor navigation [21, 11] and for monitoring wildfire [43],
among others. Such approaches build upon basic deep-learning models, namely
AlexNet [24] and CaffeNet [18].
Let us stress that only very few works address the temporal dimension in
traditional and UAV videos. Methods that tackle the temporal dimension comprise hand-crafted motion features [10, 35], network architecture fed with optical flow [1], possibly in a two-layer fashion [1, 7], or Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architectures [2, 19, 40, 28] to benefit from their memory functionality.
Regarding conventional imaging, elegant, elaborate and efficient solutions
have been developed for saliency prediction. However, we wonder if typical
schemes keep their promises when dealing with UAV video characteristics. Indeed, this new-born imagery field is distinct from typical imagery in many aspects, including the bird-point-of-view which modifies the semantic and size of
objects [23], the loss of pictorial depth cues [15] i.e. the lack of horizontal line [9],
and the presence of camera movements [23].
In this paper, we provide answers to the above questions by first introducing
the saliency models under review in Section 2. In Section 3, we go through
the details of the benchmark. Results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, key
takeaways of this benchmark are given in Section 5.

2

Saliency models

Tremendously different approaches have been developed throughout the years to
reach high accuracy prediction of visual attention. We propose here a taxonomy
to categorize salience solutions.
2.1

Taxonomy

With the introduction of temporal dimension in videos, Borji [3] proposed to
classify models according to the use or not of motion features and deep learning
architectures. We refine this taxonomy by considering all types of supervision
and not only differentiating deep-learning-based models. Accordingly, we define
five model categories:
– Static Unsupervised (SU): Itti [17], LeMeur [27], GBVS [12], SUN [42], Judd
[20], Hou [14], RARE2012 [34], BMS [41],
– Static Deep learning (SD): Salicon [16], DeepNet [33], ML-Net [6], SalGAN [32],
– Dynamic Unsupervised (DU): Fang [8], OBDL [13],
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– Dynamic Machine learning (DM): PQFT [10], Rudoy [35],
– Dynamic Deep learning (DD): DeepVS [19], ACL-Net [40], STSconvNet [1],
FGRNE [28].

Deep learning models could be further classified depending on their loss function(s) or architecture attributes (e.g. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
design, multi-level features, encoder-decoder system, LSTM(s)).
2.2

Models under study

Models under study were selected based on an exhaustive study of the state of
the art, exhibiting most used models for cross-model comparisons. Accordingly,
we evaluate a total of 11 off-the-shelf models, including 8 static models and 3
dynamic models. They are briefly described hereinafter, following our taxonomy
categorization.
Static unsupervised models
– Itti: One of the first and most used static models is referred to as Itti’s
model. In [17], authors got inspired from primates’ visual systems, especially
the center-surround analytic behavior of retina and cortical lateral inhibition
mechanisms. Accordingly, they investigated three modalities, namely color,
intensity, and orientation, through features on variable scales.
– Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) [12]: GBVS is a bottom-up visual
saliency model, exploiting the real-time ability of graph algorithms. It implements a feature extraction using biologically inspired filters, an activation
measure by subtracting features at different scales and finally a normalization,
applied based on local maxima, convolution, and non-linear weighting.
– Saliency Using Natural statistics (SUN) [42]: SUN mimics the visual
system behavior to find potential targets by means of a Bayesian probabilistic
framework. It includes computation of self-information, likelihood and location
prior to reach an estimation of pointwise mutual information, which expresses
the overall salience.
– SIM [30] : First, a convolution of the image with a bank of filters using a multiresolution wavelet transform yields to a scale-space decomposition. Then, a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), trained on eye-fixation data, simulates the
inhibition mechanisms in visual cortex cells. Finally, multi-scale information
is integrated using an inverse wavelet transform.
– RARE2012 [34]: The key of RARE2012 is its multi-scale rarity mechanism
applied on low-level colour and medium-level orientation features extracted
beforehand. To emphasise both local contrasts and global rare regions, highly
salient regions have the lowest occurrence probabilities of pixel at all scales.
– Hou [14]: Assuming that sparsity in spatial and frequential domains discriminate the foreground from the background, the foreground is represented by
the sign of the discrete cosine transform of the signal. The inverse transform
of the three color channels foreground are squared, summed up and smoothed
to get the saliency map.
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– Boolean Map Saliency (BMS) [41]: First, a set of Boolean maps is created
by applying uniformly distributed thresholds on the image color channels.
Attention maps are derived from this set through morphological dilatation
and Gaussian blurring. The final saliency map is the average attention map.
Dynamic machine learning model
– PQFT [10]: This model extends phase spectrum of Fourier transform models to a temporal approach. Chroma, luma and motion information form the
quaternion of a frame. The quaternion sympletic form is converted to the
frequency domain. Only the phase, which represents local information of the
signal, is converted back to the spatial domain. Such information, after Gaussian filtering, produce the saliency map.
Static deep learning model
– ML-Net [6]: This multi-level Fully Convolutional neural Network (FCN) combines low- and high-level features to predict saliency. However, the true ingenuity of this model lies in the defined loss function, which penalises more
errors occurring on salient pixels.
Dynamic deep learning models
– DeepVS: Jiang et al. [19] proposed an elegant architecture including two
models applied sequentially. The Object-to-Motion CNN (OM-CNN) is encoding objectedness features through a complex and comprehensive network
combining hierarchical spatial (coarse) and temporal saliency maps. To further compute dynamic salience of videos, a Saliency-Structured Convolutional
LSTM (SS-ConvLSTM), is added. Its two successive LSTM networks leverage
both short and long term correlations.
– ACL-Net: Wang et al. [40] implemented a CNN-LSTM architecture for video
saliency. An attention module supervises the CNN, forcing it to learn static
features and ensuring the LSTM to deal with dynamic characteristics.

3
3.1

Benchmark design
Baselines

To include comparison points for the above models, we include six baselines.
First, the average saliency map over all observers and all sequences (OHM)
brings out an overall representation of Human Mean (HM). Also, average
saliency maps over observers for a sequence (SHM), and over all observers for
all sequences but the one under study (abSHM) examine content-dependencies.
Then, the Center Bias (CB) map is a centered isotropic Gaussian stretched to
video frame aspect ratio [4]. Last, we add two chance representations, inspiring
from [31]. We split SHMs into 16 blocks, which are redistributed in the final map
following two 4x4 magic squares. Despite the lack of salience information, these
shuffled maps cover a similar ratio and dynamic range than that of the ground
truth.
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Dataset

Specific datasets are required to conduct saliency performance analyses. Indeed,
eye movements of human beings or any substitute, collected during stimuli visualization, establish the Ground Truth (GT) essential to assess the validity of
predicted saliency maps.
EyeTrackUAV dataset [23] is the only UAV salience dataset available, to
the best of our knowledge. It includes 19 different videos extracted from the
UAV123 database [29]. These video sequences were captured from a fully stabilized and manually controlled off-the-shelf professional-grade UAV (DJI S1000)
flying at low-altitudes (varying between 5-25 meters). Criteria for content selection were the diversity of environment, distance and angle to the scene, size of
the principal object and presence of sky. Authors of [23] collected highly precise
binocular gaze data (1000 Hz) from 14 subjects in free viewing conditions. Stimuli were videos with a resolution of 720p, 30 fps which represent overall 26599
frames and 887 seconds.
From data, two maps have been computed for evaluation purposes. Saliency
maps were inferred directly from raw data gathered by the eye tracker. Binocular
gaze recordings were averaged over all observers. These maps were then filtered
using a Gaussian kernel and normalized [26]. Fixations were retrieved through
a Dispersion-Threshold Identification (I-DT) algorithm [22]. Fixation points, in
this spatiotemporal detection, are assumed to cluster together.
3.3

Metrics

To carry out the evaluation, we use six quality metrics included in the MIT
benchmark [5, 26]: Correlation Coefficient (CC) (∈ [−1, 1]), Similarity (SIM) (∈
[0, 1]) the intersection between histograms of saliency, Area Under the Curve
(AUC) Judd and Borji (∈ [0, 1]), Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS) (∈ ]−∞, +∞[),
and Kullback Leibler divergence (KL) (∈ [0, +∞[). Details of these metrics can
be found in [26, 5]. Also, a very interesting comparison of metrics behavior is
presented in [4].

4
4.1

Results and discussion
Analyses

Static, dynamic, non-supervised, machine-learning and deep-learning models are
compared here. We discuss our results qualitatively, overall and on a frame-byframe basis.
Qualitative analysis
The qualitative verification is done on the sequence Person20, which illustrates
models efficiency in a typical scenario of UAV applications. By observing Figure 1, one can note that deep learning and dynamic models detected less salient
areas than unsupervised static models. This is in line with the assumed sparsity
of video saliency.
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Fig. 1: Saliency maps of the 11 models, the ground truth, together with fixations
and source of frame 1035 in person20.

Table 1: Performance of saliency models in average over all videos and all frames.
Best performances are in bold. (AUC-B=AUC-Borji; AUC-J=AUC-Judd)
ACL-Net [40], 2018
DD
DeepVS [19], 2018
SD
MLNet [6], 2016
DM
PQFT [10], 2010
BMS [41], 2016
RARE2012 [34], 2013
Hou [14], 2012
SU
SIM [30], 2011
SUN [42], 2008
GBVS [12], 2007
Itti [17], 1998
OHM
SHM
abSHM
Baselines
CB
Shuffle 1
Shuffle 2

CC ↑
0.4516
0.3986
0.4621
0.1367
0.3846
0.3422
0.2811
0.2213
0.2065
0.3687
0.3687
0.1889
0.1917
0.1808
0.2055
0.0282
-0.0085

SIM ↑
0.3586
0.3204
0.3149
0.1817
0.2482
0.2566
0.2204
0.1893
0.1913
0.2431
0.2431
0.1883
0.1944
0.1868
0.1980
0.1558
0.1468

AUC-J ↑
0.8199
0.8059
0.8347
0.7054
0.8189
0.7946
0.7565
0.7511
0.7361
0.8125
0.8125
0.7208
0.7051
0.7125
0.7493
0.5724
0.5323

AUC-B ↑
0.7717
0.7384
0.7866
0.5591
0.7855
0.7582
0.7279
0.7235
0.7059
0.7854
0.7855
0.6934
0.6790
0.6840
0.7172
0.5427
0.5041

NSS ↑
1.9622
1.7904
2.1479
0.7364
1.8180
1.5093
1.1529
0.9899
0.9593
1.5915
1.5915
0.6881
0.6880
0.6544
0.7588
0.1315
-0.0046

KL ↓
1.7803
1.9063
1.5857
2.3282
1.8053
1.8240
1.9818
2.1482
2.1702
1.8115
1.8115
2.3526
2.2463
2.3539
2.3776
2.4275
2.4745

Overall analysis
Overall results are presented in Table 1. The analysis relies on mean and standard deviation of raw results while Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and multicomparison studies have been conducted to verify the statistical significance of
observed differences. We draw several observations.
Deep learning models present the best scores, especially for SIM for which
differences with other models are statistically significant. This result was ex-
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pected as the same behavior is observed since the development of deep learning
techniques in saliency prediction [39, 16, 33, 6, 32].
Within static models, BMS model, followed closely by GBVS and Itti
models, happens to be the most efficient static unsupervised model. SIM and
SUN models are significantly less performing for CC, SIM, NSS and KL.
Regarding dynamic models, ACL-Net reaches the first and second position for all but AUC-Borji metric. DeepVS is also ranked high up behind the
two other deep learning schemes. Contrarily, PQFT achieves statistically significantly the lowest performance of all models for all metrics and achieves similar
performances as baselines. We thus recommend avoiding frequency-based solutions, even though this result must be replicated with other models and datasets
for validation.
Baselines results show the potential of all models but PQFT - and SIM
and SUN models with respect to KL and SIM - as they are proven statistically
different from baselines. Despite being the most performing baseline, Center
Bias results are quite low when compared to results on traditional contents.
This raises suspicions about the suitability of this bias for UAV videos. We have
indecisive results regarding overall image-dependent properties. Indeed, SHM is
not statistically different from other HM baselines and is alternatively better
(CC, SIM, KL) or worse (AUC-based and NSS).
From all the above observations, UAV saliency models can be built upon
static and dynamic deep learning models. Moreover, performances of today’s
solutions are fair and could potentially reach better scores through fine-tuning
or training on a UAV-dedicated database.
Sequence-based Analysis
A challenge in video quality assessment is to design metrics that are representative of the entire sequence, considering the disparity in quality scores of
video frames. Saliency prediction in videos presents the same challenge. In this
benchmark, we tackled this issue by reporting average and according standard
deviation values of metrics over the entire sequence. To dig further in UAV
video saliency, let us discuss the accuracy of predictions on a frame-by-frame
basis. This in-depth investigation exhibits potential perspectives for metrics development in video saliency prediction.
In Figures 2a to 2c, a comparison of averaged scores for models sorted by
categories, following the above-defined taxonomy, is provided in terms of CC
scores for sequence bike3. Also, overall CC results of all models and average
baseline are reported in Figure 2d for wakeboard10.
High disparity. Overall, the disparity of standard deviation and mean values spreads out over a wide range among sequence frames. Hence, giving one
score per video for saliency prediction may be fallacious. Also, we claim that
the lack of consideration of temporal continuity in performance estimation may
prevent thorough assessments of predictions. Implementing temporal coherence
metric for video saliency prediction may be a solution to reach highly accurate
and constructive analyses.
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(a) SU vs SD
bike3

(b) DM vs DD
bike3

(c) SD vs DD
bike3

(d) All vs Baseline
wakeboard10

Fig. 2: Temporal comparison of model categories in bike3 and results of all models
in wakeboard10 for metric CC for all sequence frames. Colored envelop represents
standard deviation associated with mean results of models.

Deep learning models perform better. Even on a frame-by-frame basis
and amongst sequences presenting statistically different results, we can observe
in Figures 2a and 2b the clear advantage of deep learning architectures over
unsupervised and machine learning schemes, for both dynamic and static models.
Static vs dynamic deep learning models. There is no evidence of significant over-performance of static deep learning over dynamic deep learning approaches, as illustrated in Figures 2c. Actually, ANOVA has not rejected the null
hypothesis when comparing the distributions of these two categories. We observe
that results are content-dependent, hinting that the difference of performance
between deep learning static and dynamic models lies in videos characteristics.
Event-related performance. We could not relate the varying features of
EyeTrackUAV videos (overall angle and distance to the scene, environment, presence of sky, and object size) to models’ efficiency. Our intuition is that model
performances are event-related. We further studied our results to identify causes
of abrupt changes in metrics along video frames.
It turns out that a decrease in performance may be caused by the entry of
new objects of potential interest or environments variations. However, a point
of interest arises in that a sudden increase in prediction accuracy often follows
camera movements towards re-framing the content (change of camera angle,
distance, speed or trajectory guided by an operator). Reframing reintroduces a
center bias in the content. This explains the increase in prediction accuracy at
the end of the scene wakeboard10 in Figure 2d. This shows the importance of
understanding patterns and biases in the used imagery.
4.2

Challenges and open problems

Several different aspects of our study must be examined and discussed, from the
limitations due to the used dataset, to the “normalization” of metrics for better
comparison and analyses of saliency prediction strategies.
Dataset. EyeTrackUAV presents a clear lack of non-natural videos. But most
importantly, this dataset is not sufficient to train a deep model, even with data
augmentation. To address the need of dedicated UAV video saliency prediction,
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(b) boat6

(c) building5
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(d) car4

Fig. 3: Center bias for sequences bike3, boat6, building5 and car4.

one needs new larger databases with more videos, possibly with natural and
unnatural images.
Likewise, the larger the population taking part in the gaze data gathering
is, the more accurate should be the ground truth - on which rely performance
analyses. Also, based on our results, event-related annotations, even though complicated to collect, can provide a valuable contribution.
Finally, this dataset has been designed to study bottom-up attention. However, multiple UAV applications, such as aerial surveillance, monitoring and
observation with drone, require the study of top-down attention, which is taskrelated. Both bottom-up and top-down attention ground truth is necessary for
the development of UAV services.
Center bias. An additional UAV feature is that the center bias [38] is less
significant in EyeTrackUAV sequences than in traditional video sequences, as
seen in Figure 3. It may explain, in part, the weak performance of existing
saliency models. Further analyses are required to confirm this compelling finding.
Metrics. As mentioned earlier, temporal metrics must be developed to correctly assess video saliency predictions. Our main point is that the averaged
prediction performance over video frames may not be representative of the prediction along scenes in videos. It might be profitable to mimic the continuum
of our visual gaze deployment. Several strategies may be deployed accordingly,
possibly inspiring from event summarization [37].
With a slight shift of perspective, one may also consider to apply postprocessing to predicted saliency maps to reach comparable metric results. To
reduce metric biases, Kummerer et al. [25] proposed to turn a given fixation
density into metric-specific saliency maps prior to metric computations.

5

Conclusion

UAV new services want to benefit from the substantial improvement in saliency
prediction of this last decade. This benchmark reviews the ability of 11 state-ofthe-art off-the-shelf prediction schemes to identify the direction to take toward
the development of UAV imagery-dedicated models.
We studied qualitatively models performance over the EyeTrackUAV dataset
which includes 19 natural UAV videos together with precise eye tracking information, collected from 14 subjects. Predicted maps have been assessed using
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typical metrics, namely CC, SIM, AUC-Judd, AUC-Borji, NSS and KL. Overall
scores of models are reported through mean and standard deviation over the
entire sequence. ANOVA and multi-comparison analyses have been included to
detect if models differences are statistically significant.
Several insights are provided among which are three key takeaway messages:
(1) In line with studies on traditional contents, static and dynamic deep learning models, trained on conventional contents, show the most promising results.
This outcome is highly encouraging, especially with the potential of reaching
higher performance through fine-tuning or training on larger UAV databases.
(2) Yet there are no significant difference between static and dynamic deep
learning. This outcome has been shown to be content-dependent. Although video
characteristics (angle, distance to the scene, environment type and object size)
were not sufficient to explain our results, it seems that event-related annotations
could help to efficiently learn saliency on such contents.
(3) The need of dedicated UAV-centric models is hereby made clear. We
need to go deeper in content specificities and better encode them for future
high-quality UAV-based services. Also, we found out that the center bias does
not necessarily apply to UAV videos, which needs deeper exploration. A broad
investigation of typical biases of attention and cognition could be carried out.
Different challenges have also been discussed, including the need to develop
video-based metrics in view to further investigate video prediction performance
as well as to better represent the quality of prediction along the entire sequence,
or the necessity to create large datasets for UAV imagery saliency prediction.
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